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S OVERVIEW
White  Line  Fever  is  a  tabletop  combat  game  where  any  number  of  players 
maneuver toy cars around the table and try to destroy each other. The goal of the 
game is to be the last player alive.

S COMPONENTS
• Flat playing surface (normally 3'x'3')
• Terrain/obstacles (can be common household items like books, mugs, bowls, 

homemade ramps, etc. or complex foam pieces)
• Cars (normally 1:64 scale Hot Wheels, but others can be used)

◦ One record sheet per car
• 1D6 and 1D8 per player
• Template (used for movement and turning)

TODO Component picture

S TEMPLATE
TODO Describe Template: 6" long and 1" wide (for 90 degree turns)

S SETUP
Find a playing surface and choose a number of cars to use per player (3 cars each 
is recommended). Obstacles can be setup as desired.

Next the players should build their cars. For each car take a record sheet and fill in 
the following:

• Name (what the driver calls the car, like "The Destroyer")
• Model (how you can tell the car apart, like "White 1970 Challenger")
• Choose a Brand (provides a passive bonus)
• Choose Primary and Secondary weapons

Next the players should decide the type of deployment to use: Arena or Highway. 
If no decision can be reached roll to randomly decide.

Arena: Split  the  play  area  in  half  (either  horizontally  or  vertically),  and  each 
player can setup within their half of the table only.

Highway: Set up cars anywhere on the table, as long as they are not within a 
Template length of another car.

The players then roll off  or flip a coin to see who places a car first.  The winner 
chooses. One car  must be placed within the deployment restrictions,  then the 
Speed is set between 1 and 6.  Alternate clockwise to the next player, who does 
the same, and so on until all cars have been placed.

The player who setup first gets the first round.
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TODO Picture of a setup table with obstacles and with components handy

S ORDER OF PLAY
The player who has the current round is called the Driver. They choose 1 of their 
cars to act  and follow these steps. Once complete play proceeds clockwise in a 
round-robin fashion with each player getting a chance to be the Driver.

1. Choose Forward/Reverse
2. Change Speed
3. Perform Maneuver(s)

Choose  Forward/Reverse: The Driver  is  assumed to  be going Forward unless 
otherwise specified.
The Driver can choose to Reverse this round, which means their car can turn as 
normal, but all maneuvers must be done backwards.

Change Speed: The Driver can raise  or  lower the  car Speed by up to 2,  with a 
minimum of 1 and maximum of 6.

Perform Maneuvers: Then the Driver must perform 1 Maneuver. Afterwards they 
can "Floor It" and push their luck to perform additional Maneuvers.

S MANEUVERS
Each Maneuver consists  of  three parts:  movement,  a turn,  and an attack. You 
cannot pass or skip a Maneuver.

For each Maneuver the Drive must move the car a number of inches equal to their 
Speed (so 3" at Speed 3, 6" at Speed 6, etc.). This movement can include a turn of 
up to 90 degrees.  After any movement they can also make an attack once per 
Maneuver.

For example a car with Speed 5 could move 2" forward, attack once, turn a bit, 
then finish moving 3" forward.

TODO Diagram of a Maneuver of moving 2", shooting, turning, and moving 3"

Movement: Using the length of the Template measure a line (minimum 1") from 
and to a consistent point on the car. Then move the car along that line.

TODO Picture of straight measuring

Turning: Use the width of the Template to turn up to 90 degrees. Place the short 
side of the Template against the rear tires of the car, with the overhang to the side 
you wish to turn.

Note that for ease of play any obvious turns can be done without the Template. 
Measuring is really only necessary if the Driver is getting close to the 90 degree 
angle.
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TODO Picture of turning left and right

Attack: Can be performed once per Maneuver after any movement or turn.

S FLOOR IT
After  completing  a  Maneuver  the  Driver  can choose to  "Floor  It"  to  try  to  do 
another Maneuver. They roll a Floor It Check on 1D6 and need 2+ for the second 
Maneuver of a round, 3+ for the third, and so on. This check cannot exceed 6+, so 
at most a Driver can do 5 additional Maneuvers after their mandatory first.

Successful: The Driver immediately performs another Maneuver. Afterwards they 
can  continue  to  Floor  It  until  they  wish  to  stop,  reach  the  6+  limit,  or  are 
unsuccessful.

Unsuccessful:  The opponent to the Driver's right gets to perform a Maneuver 
with  the  car  instead  (but  cannot  make  an  attack).  Normally  this  means  the 
opponent crashes into an obstacle or tries to put the car out of position. After this 
the Driver's round ends.

S ATTACK
Once  per  Maneuver,  after  any  movement, the  Driver  can  choose  to  make  a 
weapon attack.

Target: A valid target is:
• Within Maximum Range of the weapon (measure from a front tire to any tire 

on the target)
• Can be seen by the Driver (no obstacles or other cars in the way)
• Within the Drivers's forward 180 degree arc (when in doubt trace a line from 

a front tire to any tire on the target)

To Hit: Once a target is declared, the Driver rolls a D8, includes any modifiers, and 
compares to the target’s Speed.  If the  result  is  greater  than or  equal to the 
target's Speed the attack is successful.

Note this means a car going Speed 1 is automatically hit.

D8 + modifiers >= target Speed = success

TODO Situational modifiers can apply to the to hit  roll  or to damage. The Driver 
chooses before making the attack.

Modifier Amount Requirement
Short Range +1 Target within Short Range of the weapon (measure tire to tire)
Tailgate +1 Driver is in the rear 180 degree arc of the target

If successful the Driver applies Damage and one Effect (if available), both based 
on the weapon.
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Damage: Mark off a number of Armor  Track boxes on the target's record sheet 
equal to the damage of the weapon plus any modifiers, and apply any penalties to 
the target that result.

Effect: Immediately  apply  one Effect  of  the  weapon  used.  These  Effects  are 
cumulative and stack until the target's next round.

S COLLISIONS
If a car makes contact with another car or an obstacle for any reason a Collision 
happens.

Car vs Car: All involved cars roll 1D8 and take Armor damage equal to their roll, 
with a minimum of their Speed. Then all involved cars reduce their Speed by 1.
For example a Speed 5 car hitting a Speed 2 car means both cars take 1D8 Armor 
damage, with a minimum of 5 for the first car and 2 for the second.

Then all other cars except the Driver's immediately Spin Out.

Finally the Driver's round ends.

Car  vs  Obstacle: The  car  takes  Armor  damage  equal  to  1D6+Speed,  then 
reduces their  Speed by 2,  then  Spins  Out,  then the Driver's  round ends.  The 
obstacle is unaffected.

Spin Out: Collisions and certain weapons can result in a "Spin Out". This means to 
place the car facing the exact opposite direction.

S WEAPONS
Each car has a Primary and Secondary hardpoint for mounting weapons.

Name Maximum 
Range

Short 
Range

Damage Effect

Primary

Nail Blaster 15" 6" 1 -2 Speed (minimum 2)

Long Horn 15" 6" 1 Spin Out

Scattergun 15" N/A 2 Push 2"

Harpoon 15" N/A 2 Pull 2"

Burner 15" 6" 1 -1 Floor It Checks for next round

Painter 15" 6" 1 -1 to hit next round

Secondary

The Big Scary 8" 4" 5 None

Gatling Gun 12" 6" 4 None

Autocannon 16" 8" 3 None

Machine Gun 20" 10" 2 None

Plinker 24" 12" 1 None
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S ARMOR TRACK
TODO  Maybe  20 to  start,  3  crits:  weapons  (-1  to  hit),  engine  (-1  on  Floor  It 
Checks), tires (-1 max Speed). Spacing is 4 boxes,  weapons, 4 boxes,  engine, 4 
boxes, tires, 5 boxes. Do crit boxes slightly bigger like a Darkest Dungeon map

S BRANDS
Each car is a certain Brand, which applies a passive bonus to the car.

Brand Bonus

Falcon +1 to hit on all attacks

Hammer Do +5 damage and take -5 damage (minimum 1) on Car Collision

Junker Extra Adrenaline usage

Mule +4 Armor (added to the end of the Armor Track)

Pulsar Can raise or lower car Speed by up to 3 when Changing Speed 

Venus +2" to Short and Maximum Range on all weapons

S ABILITIES
Each car has two abilities: Adrenaline and Lucky Hit. These can be used once per 
game, and should be marked on the record sheet.

Adrenaline: Re-roll your Floor It Check.

Lucky Hit: Do +1 damage on a successful attack.

In addition  once per game  each player can influence  their opponent's  round by 
using the ability called Crash.

Crash: Shout  out  "Crash!"  at  any  point  during  an  opponent's  Maneuver.  The 
current car must immediately move straight forward 3".

x BAREBONES MODE x
Barebones Mode is a faster playing "paperless" version of the game that does not 
use record sheets.

Cars: All cars function the same: Armor 8 with a Gun (detailed below).

Rule Changes: The following changes to the main rules are also used:
• Do not choose Brands or weapons
• Do not use abilities (Adrenaline, Lucky Hit, Crash)
• Do not use record sheets
• Remember the Speed of each car by marking it with a D6 beside the car
• Remember the current Armor of each car by marking it on a D8 beside the 

car (starting value of 8). Do not use the Armor Track.
• All Collisions do a flat 1D6 damage with no Speed modifier
• The Gun each car has functions as follows:
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Name Maximum 

Range
Short 
Range

Damage Effect

Gun Unlimited 8" 1D6 -2 Speed (minimum 2)
OR
Pull 2"
OR
Push 2"
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